MIDLOTHIAN COUNCIL
COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS - ROAD SERVICES

APPLICATION BY A DEVELOPER FOR THE ADDITION OF ROAD(S) AND/OR FOOTPATH(S) TO MIDLOTHIAN COUNCIL’S LIST OF PUBLIC ROADS

I/We

of

apply (1)* under section 16(2) of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 in respect of the road(s) listed in Schedule A annexed and constructed in accordance with Construction Consent Number M/ / granted to me/us on ......................

and/or (2)* under section 18(1) of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984, in respect of the footpath(s) listed in Schedule B annexed and constructed in accordance with Construction Consent Number M/ / granted to me/us on ......................

for the addition to Midlothan Council’s list of public roads of the said road(s) and/or footpath(s) all as shown in colour on the plan(s) submitted herewith and docqueted and signed as relative hereto.

* Delete where applicable

........................................................................................................................................

Signature of applicant

........................................................................................................................................

Date

Schedule A Referred to:-

ROAD DESCRIPTION (Note that this may be done by reference to a plan) LENGTH

Schedule B Referred to:-

FOOTPATH DESCRIPTION (Note that this may be done by reference to a plan) LENGTH

FOR OFFICIAL USE

Ref No ........................................ Adoption Inspection  ..........................................

Received ........................................ Added to List .............................................